Collaborative Evolution

15 Years of Java Community Process

Celebrating its 15th year, the Java Community Process (JCP) continues its evolution by harnessing the power of the global Java community.

AN ACTIVE COMMUNITY

800+
GLOBAL MEMBERS
INCLUDE CORPORATIONS,
NON-PROFITS AND
INDIVIDUAL JAVA USERS.

360+
JSR PROJECTS DEVELOPED, INCLUDING
JAVA SE, JAVA EE, JAVA ME PLATFORMS.

80x
80 MEMBERS ACTED AS SPEC LEADS ON JSR PROJECTS.

2,500
COMMUNITY PARTICIPANTS
REGISTERED ON JCP.

2,500 EXPERTS SERVED
ON EXPERT GROUPS
FROM 500 MEMBERS.

12,000+
GLOBALLY, 45 JUGS
ARE JCP MEMBERS.

45x
ADOPT-A-JSR
PROGRAM: JAVA USER
GROUPS (JUGS) INCREASE
GLOBAL PARTICIPATION.

Go to jcp.org to participate in the future of Java.